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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit, which contains partial output from an IKE real-time debug. 

Based on the debug output, which phase 1 setting is enabled in the configuration of this VPN? 

A. auto-discovery-shortcut 

B. auto-discovery-forwarder 

C. auto-discovery-sender 

D. auto-discovery-receiver 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.0.0/handbook/320160/example- advpnconfiguration 

First the Spoke receives SHORTCUT_OFFER, it respondes with sending shortcut-query. AT the end it receives
SHORTCUT_REPLY and creates new dynamic tunnel (H2S_0_0). 

 

QUESTION 2

View the exhibit, which contains a partial output of an IKE real-time debug, and then answer the question below. 
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Based on the debug output, which phase-1 setting is enabled in the configuration of this VPN? 

A. auto-discovery-sender 

B. auto-discovery-forwarder 

C. auto-discovery-shortcut 

D. auto-discovery-receiver 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibits. 
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Which contain the partial configurations of two VPNs on FortiGate. 

An administrator has configured two VPNs for two different user groups. Users who are in the Users-2 group are not
able to connect to the VPN. After running a diagnostics command, the administrator discovered that FortiGate is not
matching the user-2 VPN for members of the Users-2 group. 

Which two changes must administrator make to fix the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Use different pre-shared keys on both VPNs 

B. Enable Mode Config on both VPNs. 

C. Set up specific peer IDs on both VPNs. 

D. Change to aggressive mode on both VPNs. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the output from the `diagnose vpn tunnel list\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 
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Which command can be used to sniffer the ESP traffic for the VPN DialUP_0? 

A. diagnose sniffer packet any `port 500\\' 

B. diagnose sniffer packet any `esp\\' 

C. diagnose sniffer packet any `host 10.0.10.10\\' 

D. diagnose sniffer packet any `port 4500\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

NAT-T is enabled. natt: mode=silentProtocol ESP is used. ESP is encapsulated in UDP port 4500 when NAT-T is
enabled. 

natt: mode=silent means IPSec is behind NAT (NAT traversal) https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?
externalID=FD48755 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is true regarding a FortiGate configured as an explicit web proxy? 
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A. FortiGate limits the number of simultaneous sessions per explicit web proxy user. This limit CANNOT be modified by
the administrator. 

B. FortiGate limits the total number of simultaneous explicit web proxy users. 

C. FortiGate limits the number of simultaneous sessions per explicit web proxy user The limit CAN be modified by the
administrator 

D. FortiGate limits the number of workstations that authenticate using the same web proxy user credentials. This limit
CANNOT be modified by the administrator. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: https://help.fortinet.com/fos50hlp/52data/Content/FortiOS/fortigate-WAN-opt- 52/ web_proxy.htm#Explicit2
The explicit proxy does not limit the number of active sessions for each user. As a result the actual explicit proxy
session count is usually much higher than the number of explicit web proxy users. If an excessive number of explicit
web proxy sessions is compromising system performance you can limit the amount of users if the FortiGate unit is
operating with multiple VDOMs. 
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